We study Bianchi I type brane cosmologies with scalar matter self-interacting through combinations of exponential potentials. Such models correspond in some cases to inflationary universes. We discuss the conditions for accelerated expansion to occur, and pay particular attention to the influence of extra dimensions and anisotropy. Our results show that the associated effects evolve in such a way that they become negligible in the late time limit, those related to the anisotropy disappearing earlier. This study focuses mainly on single field models, but we also consider a generalization yielding models with multiple non-interacting fields and examine its features briefly. We conclude that in the brane scenario, as happens in general relativity, an increase in the number of fields assists inflation.
Introduction
According to the most promising candidates for a quantum gravity theory we are living in more than four dimensions [1] , and gravity is effectively four dimensional only at low enough energies. This has inspired different scenarios in cosmology as opposed to the standard one. The "brane world" picture is the most recent of them all [2] , and assumes that ordinary matter is confined to a hypersurface with three spatial dimensions embedded in a multidimensional space-time, allowing gravity act in the fifth dimension.
The "brane-world" proposal has motivated a revision of the predictions to be tested by future observations. Even if in a first approach isotropy is assumed, one will immediately find [3] that the evolution of the Universe in this new scenario is rather peculiar, at least at early times, because of the modifications arising in the Hubble equation. Given this, one may wonder for instance what aspects of cosmological inflation should be changed to fit in this alternative description. Clearly, one of the most important problems to address within this framework is that of the initial conditions. Recently, it has been suggested [4] that, typically, anisotropic spacetimes expand faster than isotropic ones. This study was grounded on a qualitative analysis of the evolution equations for the scalar field (Klein-Gordon equation) and the averaged expansion rate (generalized Raychaudhuri equation) for Bianchi I type cosmologies.
In this spirit, we have investigated the same equation set and its solutions just assuming at the beginning that the potential depends on the scale factor in such a way that it is compatible with inflation. In particular, we have found that, under the particular assumptions, the matter source can be cast in the form of a scalar field self-interacting through a combination of exponential potentials. Such models were first considered in the context of inflation nearly two decades ago [5] and have been paid much attention along the years because of several reasons. First of all, there is solid motivation that makes them physically appealing, for they appear in four-dimensional effective Kaluza-Klein theories arising from compactification of higher dimensional supergravity or superstring theories (see [6] for a review). In addition, it was shown long ago that FRW power law models, which remarkably are driven by exponential potentials, behave as attractors in the sense that models with broad disparity in their initial conditions become power law solutions at late times [7, 8] . Last but not least, exponential potentials have proved very useful in general relativity for providing new exact solutions because they add a rather small degree of non-linearity to the field equations [9] . Unfortunately, the equations one has to solve in brane cosmology are intrinsically so non-linear that, even if one considers just exponential potentials, the task of finding exact solutions is a hard one, except in very specific cases.
With the aim of getting round this difficulty, and as mentioned before, we will not assume from the start that we have an exponential potential or a combination of such terms, but rather end up having it after making a certain ansatz regarding time evolution.
Remarkably, the results obtained in this paper show that if the expansion is fast enough then anisotropy exerts less influence on the expansion than the quadratic energy-momentum corrections due to the extrinsic curvature. Interestingly enough, both effects are negligible in the late time regime, where the solutions behave as if they were isotropic and purely relativistic. Thus, the claim that anisotropy does not prevent inflation gets reinforced. Note that this is the result one gets in the framework of general relativity also [10, 11, 12] .
The qualitative behavior of Bianchi I type brane cosmologies has been studied using dynamical systems techniques in the absence [13] and presence [14] of bulk effects. According to those studies, late time isotropization is an inherent feature to the models. This idea of inflation acting as an isotropizing agent, that was put forward years ago by Wald [15] , has been recently revisited in the brane scenario [16] . Nevertheless, we have recently shown [17] that the brane might interact with the bulk in a way not compatible with late time isotropization. Here, however, we will discard the bulk effects and Wald's argument will still apply.
In another recent study [18] , Bianchi I type exact solutions in parametric form were found for barotropic perfect fluids and several scalar matter models. It was shown that for exponential potentials the simple relation φ ∝ log t will not hold at all times. This does not exclude, though, the possibility of having this behavior at some epoch, and that is indeed the case for the late time regime of our solutions. We also show here that the effects of the extra dimensions make the models isotropize faster, this being linked to an increase in the Hubble rate.
Another interesting aspect of the problem is that, typically, exponential potentials only render inflation if their slope is small enough. Since our solutions mimic their relativistic counterparts late in their history, it is not surprising that the same restrictions on the values of the slope will hold for our models too. This is discussed in Section 3. However, one could still have inflation with sloppy potentials if there are enough non-interacting fields. This is the so called assisted inflation proposal. We also analyze this possibility in the last section, and find that inflation is likelier in such multifield models because the effects of anisotropy become less important as the number of fields increase.
The plan of the paper is as follows: in Sec. 2 we study the equations of motion for the scalar field and the gravitational field equations discarding bulk effects and under the assumption of a Bianchi type I geometry. In Sec. 3 we consider solutions such that their potential energy decreases as the models expand, find approximate solutions with power law inflation at very late times. Sec. 4 is devoted to discussing in detail the inflationary behavior, paying special attention to the role of anisotropy and the corrections from extra dimensions. In Sec. 5 we turn to consider multi-field generalizations and examine their features. Finally, in Sec. 6 we draw our main conclusions and review future prospects.
Geometry on the brane and field equations
We assume that the 5-dimensional line element giving the geometry of the bulk is of the form [19] 
where A, B = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. Tildes will be used to denote the bulk counterparts of standard general relativistic quantities. If we now denote by n A the unit vector normal to the brane, then the metric induced on that hypersurface is g AB =g AB − n A n B . It is convenient to define a new coordinate χ such that the brane is located at χ = 0 and n A dx A = dχ. This renders the line element in the alternative form
with µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3. The five-dimensional bulk field equations arẽ
Effectively, the Einstein equations on the brane take the form
where
, and E AB = C AIBJ n I n J . Here C AIBJ is the five dimensional Weyl tensor in the bulk, whereas T µν and λ stand for the values on the brane of the energy-momentum tensor and the vacuum energy respectively.
The equations were obtained under the assumption of the Z 2 symmetry and confinement of the matter fields to the brane, in agreement with the brane scenario devised by Horava and Witten [20] .
The tensor E AB cannot be specified freely, even though the matter fields constrain its divergence. We will switch it off by restricting our study to conformably flat bulk geometries.. This choice imposes strong restrictions on the matter in 4 dimensions, for instance, if it has the perfect fluid form then spatial inhomogeneity is ruled out. Thus, we are safe in this respect because we are considering spatially homogeneous scalar field models, which can be cast in the perfect fluid form. However, it remains an open question the compatibility between any chosen 4-dimensional metric and a 5-dimensional bulk spacetime with E AB = 0.
We consider now four-dimensional Bianchi I type spacetimes. The line element is given by
As usual we define the expansion rates along the three spatial directions as H i =ȧ i /a i for i = 1, 2, 3. The gravitational field equations and the Klein-Gordon equation read
where, for the sake of brevity, we have set 3H = H 1 + H 2 + H 3 and
according to the customary interpretation of irrotational scalar fields in terms of a perfect fluid. Due to the isotropy of the matter source, one can obtain constraint equations which provide a relationship expressing the expansion rate along one direction in terms of the other two and their derivatives.
Even though the solutions to the system (7)- (10) include locally rotationally symmetric models (LRS), i.e., models with the same expansion rate along two directions, we will not consider them any further. Thus, in what follows we will assume H 1 = H 2 , H 2 = H 3 , H 3 = H 1 , so that the models admit only three isometries. The constraints arising from having identical pressure along the three spatial directions are
This allows to distinguish two different cases. The first one corresponds toḢ 2 =Ḣ 3 . Hencė H 1 =Ḣ 2 andḢ 3 =Ḣ 1 . Integration of Eq. (14) yields the following relationships:
where ϑ = 1 is an arbitrary integration constant. The second case arises when the Hubble factors along any two directions differ only by a constant, then necessarily H 1 + H 2 + H 3 = 0 and we get a model which does not evolve on average. For simplicity we will discard these cases too.
It is convenient to write the field equations using the following definitions:
We will also use the following constant:
Note that, since we are not considering LRS models, we will have ̟ = 1/3. Equations (7)- (11) become
3 Cosmologies with exponential potentials
In this section we look for solutions by means of an unconventional technique that consists in taking the average scale factor a = (a 1 a 2 a 3 ) 1/3 as the independent variable, instead of the time variable t. This procedure has been successfully used in related problems.
Taking advantage of the insight gained in Ref. [21] , we write
and make the change of variables dt = a 3 dη in Eq. (22) , so that
which in turn gives us the first integral
where c is an arbitrary integration constant. This is equivalent to saying that
Combining H =ȧ/a with Eq. (20) we get P = c ′ a −3 , where c ′ is another arbitrary integration constant that we will set to one for simplicity. Now, using Eqs. (20) and (21) we can formally reduce the problem to quadratures, namely
and
where t 0 , φ 0 are integration constants. We will choose the plus sign in Eq. (27) so that we have expansion as time grows, and will also make the same sign choice in Eq. (28) for reasons that will become clear in the lines below.
Our main objective at this stage is to find expressions for F (a) so that they are suitable for depicting a given kind of inflationary behavior, and in particular that associated with exponential potentials. We assume then that the expansion is driven by a scalar field striving to make its potential energy as small as possible. If the potentials have positive slopes, the only possibility is that the scalar field grows with time, and in particular with the scale factor. Therefore, we conclude that given our purposes we have to choose the plus sign in Eq. (28).
One simple way of satisfying the requirements we just made on the potential is to set
with n < 6 and f > 0. This gives V (a) = f a n−6 .
Note that, as pointed out in Ref. [19] , the consequence of the usual assumptionΛ < 0 allows for an arbitrary value of Λ, and in particular it can be chosen so that it vanishes or takes some other wanted value . Let us set Λ = 0 for the time being, together with c = 0. We then get
The relation V = V o e −kφ will only hold if φ ∝ log a, so the question arises of whether that condition is compatible with Eq. (28). In order to find the answer we power expand dφ(a)/da. around a = ∞ and keep only the first term in the series. It can be noticed immediately that the required condition φ ∝ log a will only be satisfied asymptotically for large a if 0 < n < 6. Therefore, the study will be restricted to just those cases. This would then give
with φ ∼ √ 6 − n κ log a.
There are three exactly integrable cases, namely n = 2, 3, 4, and the corresponding potentials turn out to be functions of e −κ √ 6−nφ . For other values of n one can only give approximated expressions for late time limits. The leading terms in the solution φ(a) will be the ̟-dependent or theκ-dependent ones depending on whether 0 < n < 3 or 3 < n < 6.
With the aim of giving the expressions in a form as simple as possible we define the coefficients
where the subscripts s and b indicate that they are related to the shear and the brane tension respectively. We outline the expressions for the scalar field and potential in Table 2 . We have chosen the integration constant φ 0 in such a way that in the large a and large φ limits we consistently recover the same expressions as in Eqs. (32) and (33). Solutions similar to these were obtained by Barrow and Saich [22] in a study of Friedmann universes containing a perfect fluid and a massive scalar field under the requirement that the kinetic and potential energies of the scalar field be proportional.
Before we go further a remark regarding the choice of the value of Λ is in order. We have found three exact solutions for the Λ = 0 case (see below), but we can by the same token find another three for any non null value of Λ. This requires a little generalization that lies in including in the potential a term acting like a cosmological constant. To this end we set F (a) = f a n + ha 6 which will obviously yield V (a) = f a n−6 + h. Now, for the choice
This can be obtained from Eq. (28) upon the replacement κ 2 → κ 2 + hκ 4 and the same applies for the expression giving dt/da. Therefore, the results for previous set of solutions can be easily extended to this particular Λ = 0 case.
Kinematics and inflationary behavior
The subject in hands now is the kinematics of our cosmological models. Let us first see if the energetic features of our cosmologies are suitable for inflation. A necessary condition for the occurrence of accelerated expansion is that the potential part of the energy density dominates, and for this to be possible the potential will have to be flat enough. Let us denote
so that ρ = ρ kin + ρ pot . Specifically, we have
This means that the kinetic and potential energy decrease at the same pace at late times (large a) if c = 0, and at any time if c = 0. Moreover, if the latter holds we will have a barotropic equation of state p = (1 − n/3)ρ. This means we have found the exact potentials for radiation (n = 2 , p = ρ/3), dust (n = 3, p = 0), and cosmic strings (n = 4, p = −ρ/3) models. Note that, in the c = 0 case the energy density could be dominated by its kinetic part at early times. It has to be pointed out that there is one more integrable case of Eq. (28), the stiff fluid model (f = 0), which was found in Ref. [18] .
Typically, the inflationary behavior depends on the slope of the potential, but comparisons between potentials with different slopes must be done for identical values of the scalar field. In our models we have ∂ 2 V /(∂̟∂φ) ≥ 0 and ∂ 2 V /(∂κ∂φ) ≥ 0. This can be checked using ∂V /∂φ = (dV /da)(da/dφ) and Eqs. (30) and (28). This would seem to indicate that the anisotropy and the quadratic corrections would make inflation less likely.
Nevertheless, the definitive answer is provided by the deceleration factor q, which is defined through Table 2 : Asymptotic expressions for t as a function of a, together with the corresponding deceleration factors.
and can be evaluated on calculating t = t(a) from Eq. (27). We summarize its behavior at late and early times in Table 2 .
For large enough a we get q = (4 − n)/2, so inflation will only occur at late times if and only if n > 4. This result is completely equivalent to that obtained in [9] in the framework of general relativity. There is a persistent non inflationary behavior in the asymptotic regime of the models if the potential is too steep. For a → 0, however, inflation will by no means occur.
Let us push a bit further the fact that the sign changes in q mark the transition between an inflationary and a non inflationary epoch. As follows from Eq. (41) accelerated expansion will occur ifä > 0, which in our models holds if
We see that n > 4 is a necessary but not sufficient condition for accelerated expansion and, as proved above, also a sufficient condition for a → ∞.
If we denote a inf as the value of the expansion rate above which the model expands on can see numerically that a inf increases with the shear and decreases with the brane tension 1 . However, those very changes in the parameters which act to delay inflation, make the Hubble factor grow in turn [23] , and inflation can be sustained by potentials that would not be able to do so in a relativistic setup [24] . Thus, both the anisotropies and the extra dimensional corrections seem to act locally in a way conducive to inflation. In order to determine whether this is also the case in a global way it would be necessary to evaluate the number of e-foldings between the beginning and the end of inflation. So, we would have to find physical arguments allowing to know when inflation ends, and then see whether the amount of inflation achieved while accelerated expansion persists.
Unlike what happens with the time at which inflation begins, we can determine for our models the time at which inflation begins. We have seen that the larger ̟ orκ, the larger a inf . But because of the way the Hubble factor behaves, the value of ∆t associated with a given value of a grows too. Due to the lack of exact expressions for the t(a) curves for the inflationary cases (n > 4) one can only find the corresponding value of time by using approximate solutions or numerical integration; we will choose the second method. Here the Planck mass on the brane M P has been set to one. Lower curves correspond to higher values of ̟. Each dot marks the beginning of inflation There are several restrictions on the parameters. On the one hand the potential must remain much smaller than the fourth power of the four-dimensional Planck's mass M P so that classical physics is valid. On the other hand, the five-dimensional Planck's massM P is typically much smaller than its four-dimensional counterpart. In the figure above where we have we plotted the t(a) curves for several values of ̟ within the range 1/2 ≤ ̟ ≤ 8 choosing theM P considerably smaller than M P . Our results indicate that increasing anisotropy (andκ) delays the beginning of inflation.
For the sake of completeness and comparison, let us investigate whether our models isotropize or not. We have seen above that the influence of the anisotropies in the inflationary behavior becomes less and less important as time goes by. The anisotropic shear parameter, which is defined as
reflect that too. Using Eqs. (16)- (18), and after a little algebra, we get
and according to Eq. (28) one finally has
In the inflationary cases, since n > 4, we see that Ω shear decreases monotonically with time, tending to a null value. Moreover, the larger n andκ the more rapidly that is decreases. Thus, although we have genuinely anisotropic models at early times, anisotropy gets completely dissipated in the course of the evolution. So, our models do isotropize at late times and both faster inflation and extra dimensional effects make the isotropization process more efficient.
Generalization to multi-field models
Let us now take advantage of the results in the previous sections to discuss how the situation will change if we had multiple fields. Assisted inflation in its simplest form is realized with configurations of identical multiple fields with no interaction among themselves, but which self interact through the same potential. If we now let φ denote each scalar field and V (φ) each individual potential, we can obtain the multifield version of our models just by making the replacement
where N denotes the number of fields. The asymptotic individual potentials will then be
We see that an increase in the number of fields makes late time inflation likelier, because the potentials becomes flatter. This is also reflected by the condition for having q < 0, which now reads
We clearly see that the larger N the less the anisotropy obstructs the occurrence of inflation, thus making inflation likelier. Nevertheless, the requirement that n > 4 still applies.
Conclusions and future prospects
Bianchi I type brane cosmologies with combinations of exponential potentials have been studied. At late times, the models behave as if the potential had only one exponential term. Consistently, the differences between the brane and relativistic models get washed off as the models evolve in time.
The effects of the anisotropy disappear in a similar fashion as well.
We have seen that a necessary, but not sufficient condition for inflation, is that the value of the slope of the asymptotically dominating potential be smaller than √ 2κ. This result is up to some extent equivalent to the one obtained in general relativity, although in that setup however, that condition on the slope is also sufficient.
Physical arguments set tight restrictions to the parameters of the models leading to the result that the effect of the anisotropy in the evolution will only be noticeable if inflation begins very late, which is not a desirable situation.
We briefly discuss the generalization to multi-field configurations of non-interacting scalar fields. The conclusion reached is that the likeliness of inflation does not improve significantly because the aforementioned requirement on the slope of the potential still applies. However, a large number of fields diminishes the effect of the anisotropy.
A possible extension to this work would be exploring the possibility of generalizing these solutions to include bulk effects. It would also be interesting to carry out similar studies for anisotropic spacetimes with non-trivial space-curvature. Bianchi V type models would be the obvious candidate for a first attempt because they are the simplest generalization of the open FRW models.
